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Bolton Young Persons Housing Scheme 

(BYPHS) is a registered charity that 

accommodates and supports young 

people. The work their employees 

undertake is at times tough as they 

deal with young people in need.

“I would say to anyone else considering using Perkbox to do it.”  
Maura Jackson, Chief Executive
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 Bolton
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Bolton Young 
Persons Housing:  
Supporting employees through 
emotionally taxing work

People need to recharge when dealing 

with emotionally draining work, so BYPHS 

wanted a way to better support their 

staff. Maura told us, “It’s very emotionally 

draining work, you need to be able to 

let your hair down when you’re off.”
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Showing appreciation for the hard work 

of employees in the charity sector is also 

a challenge, often made more difficult 

through a lack of budget to spend on 

staff. Maura sees this first-hand stating, 

“The challenges that we face are a lot 

about funding and the economy, and 

the money is charitable money.”

When BYPHS launched Perkbox, it gave 

their staff a platform which supports 

them with their time outside of work, 

provides tools to support mental health 

at work and shows that their important 

work is appreciated. And they saw 89% 

of their employees engage with the 

platform and save £289 each within 

three months of launching Perkbox.

This has added to the levels of 

appreciation felt by staff. “People are 

saying that this is unheard of,” was 

Maura’s response to being able to offer 

Perkbox as a benefit to her people.

89% of employees 
engaged £289 Saved per 

employee

Within three months of launching Perkbox:
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This is a boiled-down version of Bolton Young 
Persons Housing’s success story.  
 
You can find the full version here.

Get in touch 
To see how Perkbox can help you grow your business with happier,  

healthier, more engaged employees, download the employee  

experience brochure from here.

Perkbox helps over 7,500 employers 
create great employee experiences

“Everybody is using Perkbox 
in a different way because 
it’s so diverse.” 
Maura Jackson, Chief Executive

And the platform wasn’t out of reach 

for the charity’s budget either. “I would 

say to anyone else considering to use 

Perkbox is to do it. I put it off for far too 

long, assuming we couldn’t afford it and 

that it wouldn’t be worth it – and I was 

completely wrong.”

https://www.perkbox.com/uk/resources/stories/bolton-young-persons
https://www.perkbox.com/uk/resources/library/helping-employees-live-better-in-life-and-at-work

